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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Linux kernel supports dynamic LUN scanning?
A. 2.3
B. 2.4
C. 2.6
D. 2.5
Answer: C
Explanation:
Linux provides multiple mechanisms to rescan the SCSI bus and
recognize SCSI devices exposed to the system. In the 2.4 kernel
solutions, these mechanisms were generally disruptive to the
I/O since the dynamic LUN scanning mechanisms were not
consistent. With the 2.6 kernel, significant improvements have

been made and dynamic LUN scanning mechanisms are available.
Linux currently lacks a kernel command that allows for a
dynamic SCSI channel reconfiguration like drvconfig or ioscan.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are some goals of the Fit-to-Standard workshops? 3
A. To gather input for customer-defined customizations to the
solution.
B. To review the SAP Best Practices in the starter system.
C. To define the Integration and API List for the solution.
D. To identify relevant data migration objects.
E. To identify customer-defined configuration changes within
the scope of the service.
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following types of malware can an antivirus
application disable and destroy?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. Adware
B. Worm
C. Crimeware
D. Trojan
E. Rootkit
F. Virus
Answer: B,D,E,F
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